
RELEASE NOTES 
 

PRODUCT | Callisto 
VERSION | v1.48 

RELEASE DATE | 18-Feb-19 
No. SPRINTS | 5 

ENHANCEMENTS | 14 
DEFECTS | 27 

HOTFIXES | 30 
  

These release notes cover all enhancements, defects and hotfixes that are planned to be rolled into 

the release. Only completed items will be shown. Defects detected and resolved during the sprint(s) 

are not included. Hotfixes are changes that have been deployed to site since the last release and are 

being rolled into the release to ensure version stability. 

 

ENHANCEMENTS 
 

US4274 Local Accounts - Speed improvement when printing invoices from Local 

Accounts 

 

To print an invoice for a Local Account select Accounts / Local Accounts 

  

Select the account by clicking on it and the Print Statement  button is shown on 

Balance tab. 

 

 
 

  



US4183 EoD export file - Added additional receipt details to the EoD Export File 

 

Receipts now contain the sum total of the grade and department figures. 

 

 
 

US4181 Reconciliation Screen - Added the ability to view 'Manual EFTs' 

 

Select SALES / Reconciliation 

 

Open the shift you want by clicking on it on the grid and select Methods of 

Payment tab. 

 

Any Manual EFT payments that were made in this shift will be displayed in the 

grid.  

 

  



US4180 Reconciliation Screen - Displaying information in the data-grid on the 

'Reconciliation' screen in numerical order 

 

Select SALES / Reconciliation 

 

Select the Shift you want to review by clicking on it. 

 

Select the Shop Sales tab. 

 

Information displayed on the grid is in numerical order under the Number 

column. 

 

 
 

Note: other columns can now be sorted on by clicking on their title. 

 

US4194 Stock Merging - Added the ability to merge products that have 'Negative 

Stock' figures 

 

Select SHOP / Stock System 

 

Go to the product you want to merge and go to the Stock Info tab. 

 

Click on Merge Product button and select the product(s) you want to merge with. 

 

The stock values of the products will be added together if they have either positive 

or negative values.  

 

Eg  stock 5 and stock 10 =  stock 15 

       stock -5 and stock -10 = stock -15 

       stock -5 and stock 10 = stock 5 

 

  



US4083 Fuel Delivery - Margin is now displayed as Price Per Litre (PPL) and also as a 

'%' 

 

Select SHOP / Deliveries and open the delivery you want to use by clicking on it. 

 

 
 

 

US4060 Delivery Screen - Added 3 new columns to the Delivery Selector Screen 

 

Select SHOP / Deliveries 

 

Three new columns are now displayed on the delivery selector function: Ordered  

Packs; Delivered Packs and Total Cost 

 

 
 

  



US4098 Product Wizard - Added the ability to set the opening stock on product 

creation 

 

Select SHOP /  Create New Product 

 

 
 

A new field has been added where an opening stock level for the product can be 

entered. 

 

 If you don’t want to enter an opening stock figure then you can leave it as ‘0’. 

 

US4009 Global Grid Function - Added the ability to right click on grid fields and Copy 

to Clipboard 

 

When a grid is displayed and a cell is right-clicked on, the option to Copy is given. 

 

This information will be used the next time the Paste function is used (by right-

clicking in a place where information can be entered on a grid).  

 

  



US4082 Fuel Delivery - Added the ability to change the Fuel 'Pence Per Litre (PPL)' 

price from the Delivery Screen 

 

Select SHOP / Deliveries and open the delivery you want to use by clicking on it. 

 

The price can now be changed on the grid.  

 

This price change is reflected in the ‘Price’ tab and a fuel price update will have 

been sent to the PoS. 

 

 
 

  



US3604 Product Updates - Added the ability to preserve column order of Product 

Update Grid 

 

If the column order is changed on the grid for Product Updates the system will 

now remember the change and the grid will be displayed in this order the next 

time it is displayed. 

 

To set the order back to how it was originally set click the Reset Layout button 

shown at top right of grid. 

 

 
 

US1095 Stock Take - Created a file displaying “Unknown Barcodes” when Importing 

a third party Stock Take file 

 

When a stock take file is imported from a third-party stock take file, if a product 

included in the file does not currently exist on Callisto’s database then it is 

recorded in a Notepad file that can be used to add the product to the database. 

 

US4080 Transaction Explorer - Added the ability to filter transaction by Description 

 

Select SALES / Transaction Explorer 

 

Select and open the shift you want to look at by clicking on it. 

 

You can enter the description of the product you are searching for in the 'Filter 

Transaction' search box which is located in the third pane. 

 

 
 

US4199 iBOS File Importer - Fixed an issue where the iBOS file was not importing into 

Callisto 

 

When data is exported from  Jupiter (eg for promotion / product / cost prices) the 

format this information is sent in has been changed so it can now be correctly 

imported into Callisto. 

 



US4444 Ordering – Redesigned the layout of the Order screen 

 

The orders screen has been changed in the same style as the deliveries function. 

 

See attached video file to view these changes - https://youtu.be/Uk5OauKa9XM 

 

  

https://youtu.be/Uk5OauKa9XM


DEFECTS 
 
DE2144 Fixed an issue where Callisto would crash when the user tries to modify an 

account Method of Payment 

 

DE2061 Period Sales Report - incorrect totals when drilling from department to sub 

departments 

 

DE2193 Delivery - Update Line cost exVAT - not saved on Suspense/Complete 

 

DE2177 When modifying a shift, the post shift popup will appear 

 

DE2163 When matching a delivery to an order, as soon as you select an order, it will 

scroll to the end of the list 

 

DE2162 Callisto crashing when matching a delivery to an order 

 

DE2156 Deliveries crashing when reconciling a delivery from an EDN 

 

DE2141 Unable to add products to delivery 

 

DE1817 Order - Fixed an issue where weekly sales weren't being displayed for orders 

created on the HHT 

 

DE1929 Deliveries hang on close if 'Days worth' has been used to filter a large amount 

of days 

 

DE1996 Shelf Edge Label - Fixed an issue where the two print SEL screens differed in 

functionality 

 

DE2095 Clear price operation in Product updates screen can cause Callisto to crash 

 

DE2060 Lottery ticket quantities incorrect 

 

DE2047 Price embedded barcodes are merged into 1 transaction 

 

DE2087 Update SEL button in multi-buys screen not working 

 

DE2108 Shift adjustments treated as refunds 

 

DE2140 Quick Keys - Fixed an issue where the retailer was unable to setup Left 

PLU/Category keys 

 

DE2033 SEL print page crashes when opening up batch 

 

DE2066 Quantity ordered shown in the order does not match what it says in the EDN 

 

DE2065 Orders are showing the incorrect products total 

 

DE2064 Margin is not taking VAT into account 

 



  

 

DE2217 

 

Override Report - Fixed an issue where the column displaying the PLU 

Number was incorrectly labelled 

 

DE425 Period VAT report displays inaccurate information 

 

DE1987 Product Search - Fixed an issue where the 'Select All' button had been 

removed from the new 'Product Search' 

 

DE1973 Stock System - Fixed an issue where the Stock Movement tab was not 

refreshing when selecting from one product to another 

 

DE2063 Crash occurring on sites when using the quick add function in the multibuy 

screen 

 

DE1977 Delivery & Quick Keys screens displayed on the same page 

 

  

  



HOTFIXES 
 
DE2023 Fixed an issue where the user was unable to submit orders due to the lines 

duplicating from HHT  

  
DE2026 Fixed an issue where there are missing Buttons – Buttons were not showing 

products due to misallocated PLUs  

  
DE2027 Fixed an issue where Local accounts were not updating the history tab with 

payments products/amounts placed on to account  

  
DE2028  Fixed an issue with Local Accounts - Payments through the POS are showing as 

Zero for account payments  

  
DE2032 Fixed an issue with Callisto crashing when the user went into Stock System / 

Product File Maintenance / Cost Changes tab if Londis is a Supplier  

  
DE2036 Fixed an issue where the 'Retail Price' under the 'PLU Info Tab' is different to 

the 'Retail Price' in the grid at the top when a 'Price Profile' has been applied 

  
DE2073 Fixed an issue where importing products using the customer importer (csv 

importer for Callisto), the product update screen was not opening  

  
DE2131 Fixed an issue in the Valuation report causing system to crash  

  
DE2148 Fixed an issue where PSR and Tank Gain report calculations do not match - 

Shift reconciliation data-fix  

  
DE2165 Fixed an issue where the system crashed when cashier report called  

  
DE2170 Fixed an issue with the Fuel delivery screen: When you enter the cost (and get 

to 5 digits) the number changes to 10000  

  
DE2171 Fixed an issue were the “Product search by supplier” shows both enabled and 

disabled suppliers  

  
DE2175 Fixed an issue where the user is unable to order via their HHT, as the following 

exception is being thrown: error calling createOrder    

  
DE2176 Fixed an issue where Period End is set to a random date. Changed to work on 

month by month  

  
DE2178 Enhanced the user experience. When creating multibuy promo trigger and 

reward type, removed the 2 fixed decimal places needed E.g. Enter 2 rather 

than 2.00  

  
DE2188 Reconciliation figures are now corrected  

  
DE2219 Fixed an issue where EDNs fail to import if products are not currently in 

Callisto   

Commented [DB1]: Is this right or should there be a space 
in between? 



DE2221 Fixed an issue where you cannot create a product having a pack code that 

exists in the system if previously deleted  

  
DE2223 Fixed an issue where information sent with ‘wrong case’ has been fixed  

  
DE2224 Fixed an issue where the POS Adjustments report is not showing Voids and is 

only showing Override lines  

  
DE2227 Fixed an issue where certain products / barcodes are not appearing on the 

prod lookup screen  

  
DE2229 Fixed an issue where the retail size is not updating correctly in Callisto from 

the supplier file  

  
DE2230 Fixed an issue with duplicate departments – DATASCRIPT   

DE2234 Fixed an issue with Callisto crashing when trying to print a delivery  

  
DE2235 Fixed an issue with delivery report that shows what they sold over a period for 

a specific product, not for every product sold within that department and an 

error that returns: “Cannot convert null to 'decimal' because it is a non-

nullable value type”  

  
DE2236 Fixed an issue where EDN's are stuck in pending HO with no way to link 

(automatically or manually) "missing" products to products already in Plof   

  
DE2248 Fixed an issue where products with a barcode that already exist in the database 

but with a different pack code can’t be "created" as new products because the 

barcode already exists 

   

DE2252 Fixed an issue where there are PSR Report discrepancies between Jupiter and 

Callisto on Hot foods  

  
DE2286 Fixed an issue where Callisto would crash when adding more than 14 items to 

a manual order  

  
DE2286 Fixed an issue where when closing the Stock Take UI after stock take 

generation Callisto crashes  

  
  

 


